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1. Context, goal, and method
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Context

 Beginning 2015  Delivery 2016

 A partnership
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• Steering

• LCA methodology

• MCDA expertise and methods

Lab. LGI2P, team KID

(Pr. Jacky Montmain)
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Goal 

STAKES

Interpretation of LCA results and aid-decision making based on multicriteria information :

 Orientation of public policies

 Decision making for design (ecodesign) 

 Companie’s strategic orientation

 R&D programs 

 etc. 

GOAL OF THE STUDY

 Reveal in what extent mathematics used for multicriteria analysis could help or resolve

the treatment of LCA multicriteria information to facilitate decision making

 Explore if existing tools for MCDA could be applied to LCA and, if so, what are the 

prerequisites
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The three steps of the study

1. A scientific review

 History, schools of thought, methods and mathematical principles, typologies, etc.

 Recommendations about the best-suited methods for LCA 

2. A case study

Multicriteria analysis of some LCA results wtih two recommended methods

3. A guideline for LCA practionners and users
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2. Two key messages
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The wish of an absolute and universal priorization table of environmental

stakes is no more than a dream.

MCDA methods are not tailored to reveal THE real truth upon which each

decision-maker could rely on.

1

The common use in the LCA community of weighting of environmental

indicators to achieve a single score (weighted sum) is mathematically

unfounded and does not make sense.

The LCA community should adopt less simplistic and more justifiable

methods for agregation of LCA results.
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Two key messages for LCA practitionners
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3. Case study
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Case study

GOAL

Implementation of two recommended MCDA methods with a LCA case study

LCA STUDY

Comparison of environmental impacts of electric vehicles versus combustion engine

vehicles [Ademe, 2012]

APPLICATION

 Climate change potential

 Eutrophication potential

 Acidification potential

 Total energy consumption

 Radioactive wastes

 Radioactive emissions (air)

 NOx emissions
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Electric 

Vehicles – EV 

France 

Germany 

EU-27

Combustion  engine

vehicles - CEV

Gasoline

Diesel 

• 7 environmental indicators• 5 scenarios 
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Case study
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Two MCDA methods for testing

2 methods from 2 differents classes :

 MACBETH Shapley indexes and Choquet integral

 ELECTRE III Weighting with Simos method

Panel of « decision-makers »

 12 experts (LCA or environmental issues) …

 … from 7 different organisms

 Individual contributions 

Questionnaire

2 questionnaires (XLS files) sent by email and individually answered
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Overview of the results
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MACBETH

• Shapley Index

• Marginal utilities

• Global utilities (WA with Shapley index)

• Choquet integral : k-additivity and classes of 

experts 

• Global utilities (Choquet integral, k-additive)

• Comparison WA (Shapley index) versus CI (k-

additive)

ELECTRE III

• Weighting of impact indicators

• Preference, indifference, and veto thresholds

• Ranking of scenarios 

Comparison MACBETH vs ELECTRE III

Conclusion 

PRIOR

• Normalisation (ILCD)

• Normalisation (ReCiPe)

Comparison MACBETH/ELECTRE/PRIOR
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Overview of the results
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MACBETH ELECTRE

PRIOR
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Comparison : 

Macbeth (IC) vs Electre III vs Prior
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Experts  

Methods Best scores or ranks Worse scores or ranks 

Macbeth  
CI k-add 

Electre III Prior  
(ReCiPe) 

Macbeth  
CI k-add 

Electre III Prior  
(ReCiPe) 

F2 EV-GE EV-FR EV-FR Gas. CEV 
EV-EU27,  
Dies. CEV 

Gas. CEV 

F1 EV-GE EV-GE EV-FR Dies. CEV EV-EU27 Gas. CEV 

E2 EV-GE Gas. CEV EV-FR EV-FR EV-FR, EV-EU27 Gas. CEV 

E1 EV-GE Gas. CEV EV-FR Dies. CEV EV-EU27 Gas. CEV 

D2 EV-FR EV-FR EV-FR Gas. CEV Dies. CEV Gas. CEV 

D1 EV-FR EV-FR EV-FR Dies. CEV EV-EU27 Gas. CEV 

G2 EV-FR EV-FR EV-FR Dies. CEV Gas. CEV Gas. CEV 

G1 EV-FR Dies. CEV EV-FR EV-EU27 Gas. CEV Gas. CEV 

B1 EV-FR EV-GE EV-FR Dies. CEV EV-EU27 Gas. CEV 

B2 EV-GE Dies. CEV EV-FR EV-EU27 Gas. CEV Gas. CEV 

A1 EV-FR EV-FR EV-FR Dies. CEV Gas. CEV Gas. CEV 

C1 - EV-GE EV-FR - EV-EU27 Gas. CEV 

 

Comparison of the different final scores obtained with the three methods Macbeth, Electre, and Prior (identical scores for 

each expert are marked in green, and totally divergent scores – 3 different scenarios – are marked in orange).

Note : with the PRIOR method, scores are not individual but « normalized »
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Learnings and conclusion
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 The aim of multicriteria analysis is to model the decision-behavior of a decision-maker (or a 

group of decision-makers) who is (are) facing a complex decision.  

 To choose to optimize (ie. to indicate, in all circumstances, the best decision) comes down 

implicitely to adopt a monocriteria approach, and furthermore to accept the compensation 

principle.

 The case study clearly shows the high sensibility of the scoring or ranking results with the 

MCDA method.

 The final solution given by MCDA not only depends on the implemented method but also

on decision-maker’s preferences.

 Furthermore the choice of a specific method depends on the context : resources, 

problematic, available data, objective

 The case study and, beyond, the experience indicate that the MACBETH method with

Choquet integral 2-additive is the best compromise between required resources (costs) 

and performance (accuracy of the transciption of decision-maker’s preferences).

 More than identifying the best scenario, multicriteria analysis by revealing the decision-

maker’s preferences helps to build the justification for the choice of one particular LCA 

scenario, and so can helps to justify the decision-making.  
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General conclusion
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1. An illusion to erase : the truth is unreachable

2. Total compatibility between MCDA and LCA …

3. … nonetheless the costs : accuracy = complexity = implementation costs

4. Single score practices in LCA : a challenge for the LCA community
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Perspective 
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2. The question of generalization within companies

a) Panel of decision-maker

Consensus versus compromise : a unique collegial model of decision-

behavior versus fusion of individual decision-behaviors

b) Product portfolio (MCDA for each product LCA )

« Top-down » approach versus « bottom-up » approach

1. Sensitivity analysis (MCDA) and uncertainties


